
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

*Full Body Cardio, 
Strenth and Core Indoor Cycling

*Full Body Cardio, 
Strenth and Core Indoor Cycling

*Full Body Cardio, 
Strenth and Core

6:00|45 min 6:00|60 min|C 6:00|45 min 6:00|60 min|C 6:00|45 min
Tracy|OUTDOOR Sammy|INDOOR Tracy|OUTDOOR Sammy|INDOOR Tracy|OUTDOOR

$15/class $15/class $15/class

Power
8:00|60 min

Sharon|OUTDOOR

Gentle Yoga
9:00|60 min

Cheryl|OUTDOOR

Centergy Power
6:00|60 min 6:00|60 min

Zumba Heather|OUTDOOR Bernadette|OUTDOOR
6:30|60 min

Jenny|OUTDOOR *Boxing *Boxing
7:15|60 min|GE 7:15|60 min|GE

Pat|INDOOR Pat|INDOOR

GROUP EXERCISE SCHEDULE
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Visit our website for online schedules and other 
resources including printable schedules. Sign up for 

text alerts to receive updates on cancellations. 
GroupEx Schedule is subject to change.

COVID-19 REOPENING SCHEDULE
GE / GroupEx Room| C / Cycle Room|* Paid Class



Full Body Cardio, 
Strength, & Core

Join us for an outdoor full-body Boot Camp style workout using body weight, dumbbells, kettlebells, resistance bands and more! $15/class

Boxing

Boot Camp

Power

Vinyasa Flow

Zumba
*PAID CLASSES

Relieve stress and learn a new skill in this 7-week highly-energizing course designed to teach you boxing fundamentals, technique and 
fitness. Drop-ins welcome - see website for session pricing

6-week full-body, small group training program. Group instruction, personalized attention, and individual guidance for all skill levels. Sculpt, 
tone & build lean muscle while burning fat and improving endurance, agility, strength & focus. See website for session pricing.

Zumba is a fusion of Latin and International music/dance themes that create a dynamic and exciting workout. It is based on the principle 
that a workout should be "FUN AND EASY." This 60-minute routine features aerobic/fitness interval training with a combination of fast and 

slow rhythms that tone and sculpt the body.

Expect to move with your breath and focus your attention in Vinyasa Flow; this well-balanced flow class will get you out of your head and 
into your body and your breath; modifications always welcome.

Centergy

Gentle Yoga

Spin 30

Pilates

Indoor Cycling

Barre

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
 A fusion of the best of pilates, yoga, aerobics, and elements of the strengthening exercises dancers do, Barre delivers a results-driven 

workout that is not only fun and dynamic, but it will sculpt your body and get you into absolutely amazing shape.

Redefine your self with Group Centergy. Grow longer and stronger as you explore this 60min journey of yoga and Pilates movements. 
Positive uplifting music, group dynamics & supportive instructors will enable you to center your energy and reduce stress.

Group Power is your hour of power! This 60 minute barbell program strengthens all your major muscles in an inspiring, motivating group 
environment with fantastic music and awesome instructors. With simple, athletic movements such as squats, lunges, presses and curls, 

Group Power is for all ages and fitness levels.

A combination of low-impact flexibility and muscular strength and endurance movements, Pilates is great for anyone and everyone! 
Emphasize postural elignment, core strength and muscular balance in this hour long class.

Work on your cardiovascular strength and endurance in our Spin 30 class powered by invigorating music chosen by our instructors. Get in, 
sweat it out, and get on with your day in just 30 minutes.

Gentle Yoga is structured around rejuvenating and healing the body. It provides a safe, effective, compassionate, non-competitive 
environment that is welcoming to all.

An anadrenaline-infused 60-minute ride with feel-good camaraderie and bumpin' playlists. Indoor Cycling is a great low-impact cardio 
workout that makes for an extreme calorie burn. All levels are welcome. Don't forget a towel and water bottle!


